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RB-SR DATING WITH ACCURACY OF < ±150 MA USING A PORTABLE LDRIMS FOR THE 2020 MARS ROVER

We propose a Mars in situ geochronology 
mission that will triage and validate sam-
ples for Mars Sample Return (MSR).  This 
mission will address:

1. The National Research Council Decadal Sur-
vey call for: “long-term development of in-
struments ... focusing on the most impor-
tant future in situ measurements... [includ-
ing] ... in situ geochronology experiments” 
[1];

2. MEPAG Goals III.A.3-10, but especially 3, 
speci!cally call for “Constrain[ing] the abso-
lute ages of major Martian crustal geologic 
processes... with both in situ and returned 
sample analysis...”; 

3. NASA’s integrated technology roadmap for 
Science Instruments, Observatories, and 
Sensor Systems [2] speci!cally calls for “Sur-
face Chronology” and “Age Dating [to] ±200 
Myr on surface” ; 

4. And from the Mars 2020 SDT charter: ““Ex-
plore an astrobiologically ... ancient envi-
ronment ... to decipher ... geological ... his-
tory, including ... past habitability...” and 
“Demonstrate... progress towards... return 
of... well-documented samples...”

Goals
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Laser Desorption Resonance Ionization Mass Spectrometry
1. UV Laser desorption releases neutral atoms from surface
2. Resonance ionization of Sr, and measurement by mass spectrometer
3. After slight delay, resonance ionization of Rb and measurement by mass spectrometer

How Does LDRIMS Avoid Isobaric Interferences?

Result: LDRIMS Produces Interference 
Free Spectra
This allows us to easily measure Rb-Sr isotopes with an 
ultimate sensitivity of ~300 ppt

The Science: Dating Processes

Date alteration by H2O
• Rb-Sr used to date primary formation 

and secondary alteration
• Lemitar Tuff, NM, 28 Ma [5]
• Metasomatism & cementation 6 Ma

Date Life on Mars?
• Aqueous alteration abundant
• Hydrothermal sites ideal for 

ID’ing life [6]

Understand Mars Chronology [4]
• Current assumptions: Flux similar to Moon 

& ratio between Moon & Mars fluxes known
• Results in model dependent differences 

~700 Ma

However, New Estimates of Moon & 
Mars Flux Highlight Discrepancies 
• LROC data suggests that previous flux 

curves may be wrong
• Provides constraints for identifying regions 

for isotopic dating

How LDRIMS Works

T he bits of rock on Scott Anderson’s shelf are not much to look 
at, but they have stories to tell. In a plastic case is a greenish-
grey rock, a 4.5-billion-year-old piece of the asteroid Vesta. 
Next to it rests a dark sliver of 2.8-billion-year-old lava from 

the Moon. Anderson, a planetary scientist at the Southwest Research 
Institute in Boulder, Colorado, picks up his favourite, a 1-gram slice 
of rock that cost him US$800. The flake came from Zagami, an 
18-kilogram meteorite named after the Nigerian village where it was 
found in 1962. It is one of the rarest and most sought-after types of 
meteorite — a piece of Mars that was blasted into space by an asteroid 
impact and eventually landed on Earth. “Knowing what it is makes me 
excited to see it every time,” Anderson says.

What Anderson wants from these far-flung fragments of the Solar 
System is elementary: their ages. Coaxing out that information is far 
more difficult. Zigzagging across his laboratory is a web of laser beams 
that feed into a mass spectrometer — all part of a geochronometer 
that Anderson is building. Like other rock-dating systems, this one 
computes an age from the radioactive decay of certain isotopes in a 
sample. What sets Anderson’s system apart is his goal to shrink the 
whole operation down to something that would fit on a desktop. Then, 
rather than waiting for planetary fragments to fall to Earth, he wants to 
send his device to the planets.

Over the past few decades, planetary scientists have mapped the Solar 
System in ever more staggering detail. Cameras orbiting the Moon and 
Mars can zoom in on objects as small as dinner plates, and radars can 
penetrate several metres below the surface. But when it comes to the 
fourth dimension — time — they are as blind as ever. Scientists have 
hard dates for only nine places in the Solar System, all on the Moon: 
six Apollo sites and three Soviet Luna sites, from which samples were 
returned robotically. When did water flow on Mars? When did the 
Moon’s volcanoes last erupt? Without dates, planetary scientists can only 
make educated guesses about some of their most pressing questions.

A portable, in situ chronometer such as Anderson’s could revolutionize 
how researchers study the Moon, Mars or other rocky bodies. The 

costs of big planetary missions are 
skyrocketing; the $2.5-billion Mars  
Science Laboratory that is scheduled to 
land on 6 August is one of the most expen-
sive Mars missions ever. But Anderson’s 
tool could reduce future costs, in particular by avoiding the need for 
budget-busting missions to retrieve samples from other planets and haul 
them back to Earth. And the device could even find a wide audience on 
Earth, among geologists who could use it to map the ages of rocks in the 
field, rather than delivering samples to a lab and waiting months for the 
results.

MATTER OF SCALE
But first, Anderson has to transform the finicky set-up that sprawls 
across his lab into one that could fly in space. Other groups are trying 
to develop portable geochronometers, but Anderson’s design has some 
advantages, and he is closer to completing a working prototype. At 
present, the half-built apparatus sits in the corner of his office: 160 kilo-
grams of gleaming steel and aluminium, roughly the size of a two-
drawer filing cabinet. He hopes to finish it later this year, and then he 
will bolt it into the back of a van and take it on a road trip. “We’ve been  
talking about how we could drive this to NASA headquarters and test this 
in the parking lot,” says Anderson. At 44 years old, he is tall and boyishly  
earnest, but savvy enough to understand good public relations. He 
wants to persuade NASA officials to pay to build an ultra-lightweight 
geochronometer and then send it on a rover to the Moon or Mars.

Anderson will have to show not only that his chrono meter is fast 
and light, but also that his dates make sense. Radiometric dates are 

some of the trickiest, most delicate and most 
disputed measurements on Earth. Anderson 
wants to transform what has been a laborious 
process of chemical extraction and analysis into 
a laser-based system, automate it and shrink it 
into a robot small and reliable enough to send 

T H E  T I M E 
M A C H I N E
D at i n g  fe at u re s  on  t he  M o on  a nd  M a r s  i s  g ue s s work . 

S c o t t  A nder s on  i s  bu i ld i n g  a  to ol  to  cha n ge  t hat .
B Y  E R I C  H A N D

Scott Anderson plans to 
finish the prototype for his 
portable geochronometer 
later this year. 

 NATURE.COM
For more on Mars 
and the Curiosity 
mission, see:
go.nature.com/fknipi
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Field Test Reported by Nature News [7]

Designs show these systems 
could !t in a 13-foot box, 
compatible with MSL)

Laboratory Prototype Demonstrates Repeatability, Accuracy, & Precision of 60-90 Ma
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Benchtop LDRIMS: Proof of principle

Why Rb-Sr?
• Rb-Sr widely used
• More dependable than K-Ar for SNCs
• Used for igneous, metamorphic, & 

sedimentary rocks [3] 
• Relatively immobile [3]

Multiple measurements show repeatable dates.

LDRIMS makes ~300 
spot meaurements

Log-log isochron of BCG #10 using 
the average of measurement runs 
as a calibration: A linear !t to the data in 
log-log appears as a curved line (red); the blue 
line overprinting the red line is the TIMS result. 
Error bars exceeding 100% are not shown, but 
do not strongly in"uence the !t.

Isochron of the Boulder Creek Granite: Colorized 
points correlate with spatial position. A linear ! t to the data and 
error is shown in red; the blue line the is the TIMS result.

Modified from S.J. Robbins, 2013
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Summary & Flight Implementation

1. State of the art in-situ dating has signi!-
cantly advanced 

• Accuracy and precision ±60-90 Ma

• Speed < 24 hours

2. Precursor/Triage for MSR; does NOT replace 
MSR

3. Is important for triage, both scienti!c and 
political:

• Reduces risk of caching by pre-assessing 
rocks

• Reduces risk of later mission loss

• Addresses long ! scal commitment/initial 
low science return

Brinckerhoff, 2004

L2MS Mode: Geochemistry & Organics
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